The Distant God
‘The Distant God’ originated as a talk given at the Berlioz Society
Members’ Weekend at the Art Workers’ Guild in Bloomsbury in
November 2011 and published in the Berlioz Society Bulletin
No. 188 (August 2012).
Berlioz makes no bones about his attitude to established religion. He may
not dislike the Catholic Church as intensely as Verdi (who showed his deep
revulsion in the brutal, implacable music he wrote for the Grand Inquisitor
in Don Carlos) – indeed, he may even have a soft spot for certain aspects of
it. Nonetheless he is pretty cynical on the subject, pretty dismissive.
Monks, in particular, are a frequent butt of his sardonic humour: the
monks of Subiaco, with their brisk trade in rose petals which are marketed
as a cure for convulsions, and the show they make of the miraculous muskets
whose owners overloaded them but were saved from death by ‘calling on
the saint in the act of firing’;1 other monks of the Abruzzi, who consort with
brigands;2 his sceptical reaction to the claim of his friend Crispino that he
spent his two years in the galleys at Civitavecchia ‘not for stealing but for
good honest shots and mighty knife-thrusts at strangers in the mountains’,
on which Berlioz comments: ‘he had probably not killed so much as a
monk’;3 his description of the palatial monastery of Monte Cassino: ‘the
mind boggles at the sums that must have been spent on the treasures in the
church alone’;4 and, finally, his word-play on the singer Adelina Patti and
the proverbial opportet pati (‘suffering is our lot’), which ‘monks translate as
“bring the pâté”’ (‘for lovers of music’, of course, he concludes, it has to be
translated as ‘we must have Patti’).5
If he is no friend to the Church, he is the sworn enemy of God. His
frequent expressions of dissent, whether stoic, ironic, or bitter, all point in
the same direction. Berlioz is at pains to present himself as an atheist; he
luxuriates in his disbelief. God, if he does exist, is bad news. The Good Lord
gets a consistently poor press in Berlioz’s writings and correspondence.
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A ‘lively sensibility’, we learn, is not his ‘strong point’.6 ‘What an appalling
world you cooked up for us, God’, he exclaims in a letter to his friend the
violinist Ernst. ‘Resting on the seventh day was a rotten idea, you would
have done far better to go on working – there was still so much to do.’7
Sending a brand-new triangle to Germany for a performance of Harold en
Italie, he adds: ‘It’s made in the image of God, like all triangles, but unlike
other triangles, and certainly unlike God, it’s in tune’.8 In chapter 59 of
the Memoirs (the final chapter as it was originally intended to be), where
he makes the famous invocation to Shakespeare (‘our father which art in
heaven – if there is a heaven’), he rails against the Almighty: ‘God standing
aloof in his infinite unconcern is revolting and absurd’. Berlioz’s personal
deity is Shakespeare: ‘Thou alone for the souls of artists art the living and
loving God’.9
The sole essence that he worships is art – ‘just about the one thing in
this world’, he writes, ‘that lasts and that one will be sorry to lose. To feel
its power and worship its beauty’, he goes on, ‘it’s worth submitting to the
confidence trick called life’.10 Later, in the final section of the Memoirs, he
describes walking by the Seine at Asnières one summer evening with his
son Louis and Stephen Heller, talking of Shakespeare and Beethoven and all
three of them working themselves ‘into a state of intense exaltation. […] We
agreed that it is good to be alive to adore the beautiful’.11 Art, yes, God, no –
‘absolument pas’, as Lacenaire says in Les Enfants du paradis. And of all the
arts, music is the greatest. Music is religion. One is reminded of Beethoven’s
declaration: ‘Music is the wine of a new creation. And I am Bacchus, who
presses out the wine for human beings’.
True, Berlioz devotes the opening chapter of his Memoirs to his first
communion, but – on the surface, at least – chiefly to mock his naïve,
childish faith:
I was brought up, needless to say, in the Catholic and Apostolic Church of
Rome. This religion – charming now that it no longer burns people – was for
seven whole years the joy of my life and, although we have long since parted
company [‘bien que nous soyons brouillés ensemble depuis longtemps’],
I have always retained most tender memories of it. […] I heard Mass every
day and took communion every Sunday, and went regularly to confession in
order to say to my director, ‘Father, I have done nothing’. To which the good
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man would reply, ‘Very well, my child, continue’. I followed this counsel all
too faithfully for a number of years.12

It could be objected that, whatever he may have said on the subject, the
fact remains that three of his major compositions – nearly a quarter of his
output – are sacred works, and none of them, the Requiem (1837), the Te
Deum (1849) or L’Enfance du Christ (1854), the result of a commission, not
even the Requiem (the ambition to write it was fully formed well before the
occasion that brought it into being); furthermore, to have lavished so much
time and energy on religious music when it was in decline in France surely
means something.
That is undeniably so; but the motive force behind even these works – the
first two, at any rate – could be seen as more secular than strictly religious.
From his boyhood Berlioz’s imagination, fed by his reading, was fascinated
by the idea of music on the grandest scale – music as the soul of a community,
a people, as exemplified by the Panathenaia of the ancient Greeks or the
celebrations in the Temple of Solomon.
What he learned later from his teacher Jean-François Le Sueur about the
huge musical ceremonies in the days of the Revolution and its wars, the
symbolic role these great events played in the life of the embattled French
people – all this only deepened that fascination and sharpened the desire
to revive the tradition, to write not only a Grande Messe des morts but also
a seven-movement symphony ‘in memory of the great men of France’ and,
when that project remained unrealised for lack of opportunity, a Funeral
and Triumphal Symphony (1840) in honour of the heroes of the July
1830 Revolution. It is, you could argue, the human connotations of these
celebrations – the communal, the social – that stir him, not the divine.
When considering Berlioz’s Grande Messe (Requiem) and Te Deum, one
could also cite the scandalous manner – from the orthodox point of view –
in which he handles the sacred texts of the liturgy. He treats them like the
dramatist he is, not like the true believer he should be, altering the order of
the verses or truncating them as he sees fit.
Thus the depiction of Hell in the ‘Rex tremendae’ of the Requiem is
intensified by bringing forward from later in the Prose des morts the words
‘confutatis maledictis/flammis acribus addictis’ – the accursed delivered to
the flames – and also by adding words that don’t belong to the Prose at all
but are taken from a different part of the Mass, the Offertory: ‘from the
bottomless lake, save them from the lion’s mouth, let not Tartarus engulf
them, let them not fall into darkness’. These phrases are then largely omitted
from the ‘Offertoire’, which in Berlioz’s remodelled tripartite scheme is
12
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concerned only with Purgatory, and the truncated text of his ‘Offertoire’
is further dismembered, the chorus being given only fragments of the
liturgy to sing. In obedience to this scheme, the vision of Paradise is made
more emphatic by the repetition of the radiant, shimmering ‘Sanctus’ in
place of the ‘Benedictus’ (which is simply left out), while the separation of
Paradise from Purgatory is underlined by removing the words ‘to cross over
from death to life’. Finally, ‘Te decet hymnus’ from the opening ‘Requiem
et Kyrie’ is repeated in the concluding movement, to effect the return to
the commemorative service of the dead within whose frame the Dante-like
vision has been experienced.
The Te Deum shows Berlioz going further still in the liberties he takes
with the liturgy. The first two movements may observe the sequence of
verses, but after that anything goes: three verses are brought forward from
later sections so that a contrasting movement, the gentle, pleading ‘Dignare,
Domine’, can separate the brilliant ‘Christe, rex gloriae’ from the splendours
of the ‘Tibi omnes’. Similarly, the ‘Te ergo quaesumus’ is made to interpose
its quiet prayer between the ‘Christe’ and the monumental ‘Judex crederis
esse venturus’ (‘We believe that Thou shalt come to be our Judge’). ‘Judex
crederis’ is in fact only the nineteenth of the canticle’s 28 verses; but Berlioz
holds it back so that the work may culminate in a suitably apocalyptic
movement depicting humanity’s fear of judgement. The text of his ‘Judex’ is
itself a mosaic of phrases taken from different parts of the Te Deum.
In all this, you could argue, Berlioz’s attitude to the sacred texts is exactly
like that of an opera composer who feels free to modify the most venerated
stage play or poem if the demands of the music-drama require it. Drama is
the be-all and the end-all.
And yet… If we think that that is all it is, we are accepting his words,
his special pleading, at their face value. Whatever he may have said, his
is a profoundly religious art. It tells us something quite different from the
composer’s own assertions; it contradicts them. They may ‘remain below’ – to
borrow and invert the words of Claudius, King of Denmark – but the music
‘flies up’.
Even in his secular works religious images proliferate. Nor is this just a
matter of fashion, the Romantic cult of religion for its picturesque effects: the
impulse comes from within himself. Nor, even, is it just one more example
of his Protean genius, the ability to create and inhabit diverse worlds, to
immerse his whole being in them and become Romeo or Benvenuto or
Faust, to feel Dido’s agony of spirit in his own spirit – a faculty such as
would have enabled him to enter imaginatively into religious emotion and
reproduce it. It goes deeper than that: it is a preoccupation, an obsession.
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To be sure, Berlioz lost his faith. He and the Church had long since been
‘brouillés’. But he never lost the need to believe. The phrase in the Memoirs –
that the Christian religion was ‘for seven whole years’ his ‘bonheur’, ‘the joy
of my life’ – has a significance beyond the irony of its context. The loss of that
happiness left a permanent scar.
That, more than any other motives, is why he had to write his Requiem.
Its music is full of a poignant regret for the loss of faith, an urgent sense
of the need, the desperate need, to believe and to worship. It uses his own
doubts to feed into the fears and frail hopes of humanity across the aeons of
time, the saecula saeculorum. The Revolutionary community celebrated by
Le Sueur and Gossec is universalised into the community of the human race
through the ages, voicing its eternal longings and confronting its mortality.
Through his experience and his understanding of the religious impulse he
is able to hear the eternal note and sound it in his music.
This is what gives the Grande Messe des morts its force and its power to
move and to strike awe and fear. The visions of judgement – the ‘Lacrymosa’
especially – are formidable. But it is on the human level – humanity’s
terrible vulnerability – that it appeals: humanity on the edge of eternity
(‘Hostias’, where trombone pedal notes, answered by flutes high above,
suggest infinite pulsating space); humanity amid the desolation of an empty
universe (‘Quid sum miser’); humanity in the Dance of Death, the endless
procession of the dead scourged onward towards judgement (‘Lacrymosa’);
humanity pleading for salvation before the awful majesty of God (‘Rex
tremendae’); praying from one generation to another (‘Offertoire’), hoping
against hope (‘Requiem et Kyrie’), persuading itself that judgement is still far
off (‘Dies irae’); humanity striving, out of its terror of extinction, to create a
merciful God and a meaningful universe.
From time to time there is a glimpse of hope, as when, in the opening
movement, the forlorn descending chromatic phrase in the violins and flutes
against the chorus’ desolate ‘et lux perpetua… luceat eis… et lux…’ suddenly
yields to a radiant major chord, or when light falls like a benediction on
the closing page of the ‘Offertoire’ (where Berlioz alters the order of the
Latin text, making ‘promisisti’ – ‘Thou promised’ – the last word sung), as
the chant turns from its sad persistent D minor and the whole movement,
fugato and chant, resolves in a softly glowing D major. But the prevailing
tone is tragic. Through all the contrasts of form and colour and mood, one
idea dominates: the bafflement before the enigma of death, in a universe
where there may not be a God.
The absence of God is the driving force behind Berlioz’s Requiem, the
doubt that haunts it. It should not surprise us – everything in him is linked –
that while composing the work he should twice have had a dream about the
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absence of Estelle Dubœuf, the goddess of his boyhood (and of his old age).
In the dream he is sitting in her grandmother’s garden, at the foot of a tree,
alone. Estelle is not there, and he keeps repeating, ‘Where is she? Where
is she?’13
Once he had the commission, and the text of the Mass for the Dead was
reshaped to his purpose, he (in his own words) fell upon it
with a kind of fury. My brain felt as if it would explode, from the pressure of
ideas at boiling point. The outline of one piece was barely sketched before the
next formed itself in my mind. It was impossible to write fast enough, and
I devised a sort of musical shorthand which was of great help to me, especially
in the Lacrymosa. All composers know the agony of forgetting ideas and
finding that they have vanished forever, for want of time to note them down.14

Near the end of his life, having revised the work for publication by
Ricordi, Berlioz wrote to his friend Humbert Ferrand: ‘If I were threatened
with the destruction of all my works save one, it would be for the Messe des
Morts that I would beg grace’.15 We may feel that he should have chosen Les
Troyens, that summing-up of his existence, and that he would have done
had its performance not been dogged by disappointment and defeat and
the approximation, the à-peu-près that he abhorred and fought against
throughout his career. But the choice he does make is significant. The
Grande Messe des morts enshrines part of his inmost soul. In it he is at one
with the visionary events it describes. His imagination is in direct contact
with the unending generations of human history, and the music lives their
immemorial fears and longings. Dramatic idea and musical process move
hand in hand.
He is himself there at the stunned aftermath of the Day of Judgement, in
the ‘Quid sum miser’ and what Wilfrid Mellers calls its ‘piteous, fragmentary
desolation’,16 the chilling emptiness of the scoring for cors anglais, bassoons
and cellos and basses. He is there in the ‘Rex tremendae’, where the chorus,
terrified by the imminent prospect of divine wrath, fails to complete the
phrase ‘voca me cum benedictis’ (like ‘confutatis maledictis’, a transposition
from later in the Mass); unable to utter the words ‘among the blessed’,
their voices break off, the struggling, shouting mob falls silent, as though
staring into the bottomless lake, which they evoke in a stammering sotto
voce over a long, still double-bass note: ‘et… de profundo lacu…’, the last
word emphasised by cavernous clarinet, horn and bassoon octaves. He is
there in the pleading ‘qui salvandos salvas gratis’ (‘Thou who freely savest
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the redeemed’), as the movement resumes after ‘let not Tartarus engulf me’
(with its expressive flattened sixth in the choral basses and lower strings),
and the sopranos, accompanied by the first violins and their tender melodic
line, rise from the depths; there, too, when the majesty of the reprised ‘Rex,
rex tremendae majestatis’ is suddenly subdued in a dramatic pianissimo as,
in answer to massive brass and timpani chords, ‘salva me’ emerges, each
time differently harmonised, more abject. Similarly, he is at one with the
multitudes prostrating themselves in awe, in the hushed pianissimo at ‘Te
omnis terra veneratur’ in the opening movement of the Te Deum.
Throughout Berlioz’s Requiem the contrast between God’s awesome
power and humanity’s utter feebleness, a contrast fundamental to the
liturgy, is deliberately emphasised by the textual changes and then carried
to extremes by the musical setting, within each movement and between
one movement and another. Each of the movements in which the four
brass groups are heard is followed by one that is intimate and devotional
in character.
Perhaps it is no longer necessary to remind ourselves that the quiet,
reflective pieces outnumber the noisy by more than three to one. The
multiple brass and percussion are what the Grande Messe des morts is still
widely known for and still sometimes criticised for, as a ‘characteristic’
extravagance – as though it were peculiar to Berlioz, whereas in writing
for such forces he was simply following in the footsteps of the French
composers of the turn of the century; one of them, his teacher Le Sueur,
had celebrated the eighth anniversary of the Revolution with a Chant du 1er
Vendémiaire scored for four separate orchestras, placed each at a corner of
the Invalides chapel, where the Grande Messe des morts would have its first
performance 36 years later.
What is, paradoxically, most striking about Berlioz’s treatment of his
outsize forces is its restraint. Their full power is unleashed in only three
of the ten movements, all three in the section of the work concerned with
judgement. There, too, their function is as much architectural as spectacular,
clarifying the musical structure, opening new perspectives and at the same
time underlining a grandeur that is inherent in the whole style of the music,
in its long arcs of melody and its ‘still, small voice’ of humility as much as
in its cataclysms.
The sensational effect of the brass comes also from the contrast it makes
with the predominantly austere texture of the music. For much of the time,
the twelve horns of the main orchestra are the only brass instruments to
offset the large woodwind choir; it is the bleak, mourning sound of the
woodwind that leaves the deepest impression on the attentive listener.
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It speaks unmistakably of Berlioz the reluctant atheist, of the faith that he
had lost but not forgotten.
To be sure, Berlioz the mocker doesn’t spare his sentimental twin, and
duly appears in order to taunt him. In La Damnation de Faust the hero,
moved by the Easter Hymn, may think he has recovered his ‘wavering
beliefs’ (the words added for Faust in the second half of the hymn are clearly
autobiographical), may indulge in recalling his boyhood and the happiness
of ‘those days of piety’ (‘ces jours pieux’) and ‘the tenderness of prayer’: the
next instant Mephistopheles the Spirit of Eternal denial is at his side, jeering
at this ‘child of the holy precincts’ whose troubled ears have succumbed to
the mere peeling of bells.
Yet those jours pieux never cease to summon him back. They are at the
centre of his nostalgia. The call of the past increasingly dominates the final
decades of his life, perhaps from the moment when, in exile in London,
he begins his Memoirs by reliving, with an apparent irony that should not
deceive us, his first communion, and remembering how, at the sound of the
girls’ voices of his sister Nancy’s convent striking up the Eucharistic hymn,
he gave himself to God (‘j’étais tout à Dieu’) and thought he ‘saw heaven
open, a heaven of love and pure delight, a thousand times more beautiful
than the one I had so often been told about’.17
Not that God had become any closer or more benign, or heaven a more
probable place. The Te Deum, begun the following year, is more remote,
more impersonally ritualistic than the harsh but cathartic Requiem of a
decade earlier. Despite richer textures and fuller sonorities, with trumpets,
trombones and ophicleides/tubas part of the main orchestral sound, not
separate from it, the work is more forbidding, more ancient. The God to
whom the words pray, whose infinite majesty they hymn, is yet more distant,
and the judgement more relentless still: the repeated ‘non confundar in
aeternum’ of the Judex crederis is the ultimate expression of our fears.
Yet, for all that, the child’s vision of the blessed country still beckons; the
virginal voices of that first epiphany have not faded – they ring out clearly.
The sweet insistent sound, which had been a feature of his choral writing
since the Messe solennelle of 1824–25, and which came back to him as he
wrote the first chapter of his Memoirs, is more pervasive here than at any
time since the Mass. Taking his cue from the words ‘To Thee all angels
cry aloud’, he gives sopranos and altos the modally inflected melody of
the ‘Tibi omnes’ for fully 40 bars of moderate tempo before we hear men’s
voices; the ‘Dignare’, ‘Domine’ and the ‘Te ergo quaesumus’ are suffused
by them; and the central, contrasting ‘Salvum fac populum’ section of the
17
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‘Judex crederis’, as the pounding rhythms grow less, begins with twenty
heart-searching bars for women’s voices alone. Only then do the tenors and
basses intone their ageless ‘per singulos dies’ – music that breathes that air
of palpable, measureless antiquity that is so familiar and thrilling to those
who love Berlioz.
A year after the Te Deum, in 1850, the seed is sown that will grow into his
third sacred work, L’Enfance du Christ. That it doesn’t fall by the wayside or
on barren ground is not as accidental as might at first appear. Superficially
considered, the coming to fruition could hardly be more haphazard – furtive
almost, without the composer’s knowledge, he having been so traumatised
and nearly bankrupted by the failure of La Damnation de Faust that he had
resolved never again to put on a major work at his own risk, which meant,
in effect, not to compose one. In reality, L’Enfance du Christ answered an
inner necessity.
The sequence of events and non-events is well known: the organ
piece, jotted down in his friend the architect Joseph-Louis Duc’s album,
metamorphosing into the shepherds bidding farewell to the Holy Family
on the eve of the journey to Egypt; the performance of the chorus, filling
a gap in the programme of one of the Société Philharmonique concerts, in
the guise of a recently discovered fragment by an imaginary seventeenthcentury maître de chapelle, Pierre Ducré (gratifyingly eliciting the comment,
relayed to him by Duc, that ‘Berlioz would never be able to write a tune as
simple and charming as that little piece by old Ducré’18); an overture and a
tenor solo composed to go with it, intended for the Philharmonique’s next
season; the collapse of the Philharmonique; the three movements published
as La Fuite en Égypte but then set aside (it is performed by François Seghers’
Société Sainte Cécile but not by Berlioz); the tenor solo encored a couple of
years later at Berlioz’s concert in London; further performances of the solo
in Germany; the whole Fuite given in Leipzig in 1853 to much applause;
the composition, at the urging of Berlioz’s German admirers, of a sequel,
L’Arrivée à Saïs, and then of a first part, Le Songe d’Hérode, the resulting
triptych being intended for Germany; Berlioz deciding to risk losing money
after all and perform it in Paris, to please the friends there who still believe
in him; three packed performances – four years after the evening at Duc’s –
and one of the triumphs of his career.
L’Enfance du Christ took many in the audience at the Salle Herz by
surprise; this was not at all the Berlioz they were used to. We, with hindsight,
can surely say that nothing is more characteristic of him, and also that
there was nothing he was more likely to compose (not even Les Troyens
18
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was more inevitable). ‘I begin to live only in the past’, he wrote to his sister
Adèle in August 1854, shortly after completing the score.19 The past had
been drawing him back ever since he started writing his Memoirs, six years
earlier; the act of recalling his childhood, followed so soon by the death
of his father and his pilgrimage to Meylan and the Saint-Eynard and the
scenes of his infatuation with Estelle, marks a change in him, intensifying
the nostalgia that lay deep in his nature.
So much of Berlioz’s work is prefigured in his early life, so much of the
whole character of his art is preconditioned – predestined, we could say –
by what he experienced and felt, and read, in those sheltered, momentous
years in La Côte-Saint-André and the Dauphiné countryside. In one sense
L’Enfance du Christ can be seen as a gesture of gratitude to his teacher
Le Sueur, whose Old Testament oratorios he listened to on Sundays in the
Chapel Royal; there is more than a little of Le Sueur – the composer of Les
Bardes as well as of Ruth et Noémi – in Berlioz’s trilogy. But it goes back
further than that, to the time when, a boy, he went regularly to the church of
La Côte and in doing so absorbed the ancient music of the region. That the
solo tenor’s first six notes in La Fuite en Egypte (to the words ‘Les pèlerins
étant…’) are those of the chant O filii, o filiae is only the most striking proof
of its influence.
What he heard then chimed with what he found in Chateaubriand’s Génie
du Christianisme, ou beautés de la religion chrétienne (1802), a favourite
of his adolescence. The book praised the beauty of Christian ritual, the
hymns and prayers of the Catholic Church and the grave, sweet simplicity
of the old tunes to which they were sung. Chateaubriand’s description of
Christianity’s central mystery reads, to us, like the scenario of a dramatic
work, a challenge to compose it – a challenge made all the more irresistible
by its association with another of Berlioz’s boyhood idols, the poet of the
Aeneid and the Georgics:
The Incarnation shows us the Lord of the Heavens in a sheepfold – ‘He who
commands the thunder wrapped in swaddling clothes, He whom the universe
doth not contain confined in the womb of a woman’. Antiquity would have
known how to respond to this miracle. What pictures would Homer and
Virgil not have left us of the nativity of God in a manger, shepherds hastening
to the crib, wise men led by a star, angels coming down into the wilderness,
a virgin mother worshipping her newborn son, and all that mingling of
grandeur, innocence and enchantment.20
Ibid., Vol. IV, 1851–55, ed. Yves Gérard and Hugh J. Macdonald, Flammarion, Paris, 1983, p. 568.
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Out of those ancient chants and noëls comes, in part, not only the musical
idiom of Berlioz’s oratorio but of much in his work in general. How often do
we hear in his music the voice of an immemorial past: in the ‘Offertoire’ cry
as of generations without end; in the woodwind’s falling phrase, repeated
again and again at the words ‘miserere nobis’, in the ‘Dignare, Domine’ of
the Te Deum. Behind the boyhood song ‘Je vais donc quitter pour jamais’
lies the tonus peregrinus – the plainchant, dating from before Charlemagne,
that is said to have originated in the Isère, the region where Berlioz was
born, and that reduced him to floods of tears as he listened to the psalm In
exitu Israel one Sunday at Vespers, his head full of the twelfth book of the
Aeneid. The chanting of the distant Rogation procession, as the sixteen-yearold boy sits reading in a field, consumed by a devastating sense of isolation,
surfaces 25 years later in La Damnation de Faust, ironically counterpointing
the last stage on the doomed hero’s road to ruin.
Thus, when Berlioz composed L’Enfance du Christ, whatever people may
have thought – critics and sympathisers alike – he did not have to search for
a new style. All that changed was the subject. The archaic flavour and purity
of expression of the music came naturally to him; they were in his blood.
Le Sueur had taught him an interest in modal music that was unusual for
the period, and he had employed modal inflexions for special effect. Now
that a more systematic use of them was called for, he could resort to them
without falling into pastiche. He might have to add a footnote to the first
page of the score of the overture to La Fuite en Égypte, warning the unwary
that the E natural in the theme of the fugato, the flattened seventh of the
scale, was not a misprint. (He was wise to do so. I remember, one Christmas,
playing on the piano the carol The Angel Gabriel, with its modal cadence –
A–G natural–A – and my Victorian grandmother, Florrie, exclaiming,
‘That’s wrong!’.) But the theme is pure Berlioz, however untypical of the
mid-nineteenth century. It was no effort for him to compose in this way.
On the contrary, it was a joy. He was returning to his roots – to music as
ritual, giving expression and shape to the central events of human life,
and to the days when religion was his ‘bonheur’.
This time there is no sentimental recovery of belief, no cue for Mephisto
to rise up and mock. Berlioz’s mind remains sceptical. It is an act of
piety only in the ancient Roman sense. But his imagination believes. The
intensity of remembered emotion is such that he can re-enter the world of
the Christmas story and live it as he had once lived it, long ago. It may no
longer be possible to be ‘tout à Dieu’; that happiness has vanished, never to
be recaptured. But he can still hear the virginal tones; he can still close each
part of his ‘petite sainteté’ with the sound of angels’ voices – far off but clear –
and, for the moment, mean it.

